
 

 

 
 

 

 

Fixed Product End Stops 
 

End Stops - Allows product to stop at the end of a conveyor line. Fixed 

and adjustable end stops are available. 

 

Adjustable End Stop - Formed or structural steel adjustable end stop 

bolted to the conveyor frame with manually adjusted stop positions. 

Height is not adjustable. 

 

Fixed End Stop - Structural channel bolted or welded to the end of the 

conveyor with optional structural angle reinforcement. Fixed end stops  

can include fork cut outs for loading and unloading.  

 

Back Stop - Fixed or Adjustable back stop allows for easy product 

positioning when loading.  
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proDuct stops
Angle AnD roller stops

specificAtions

Angle stop:  Model ASL for light duty 
and ASM for medium duty applications 
(1-1/2” x 1-1/2” x 10 ga.); Model  
ASH for heavy duty applications  
(1-1/2” x 1-1/2” x 7 ga.).

roller stop:  Includes pair of brackets 
and roller as specified in model number.

wiDths:  Medium and heavy duty  
24 hour shipments include 13”, 15”,  
17”, 19”, 21”, 23”, 25”, 27”, 31”, 33”, 
37”, 39”, 43”, 45”, 47” and 51” BF; 
light duty available in 12”, 18” and  
24” OAW.

specificAtions
construction:  12 ga. for model BSL; 
10 ga. for BSM; 7 ga. for BSH.

frAMe siZe:  Model BSL for 2.5” frame 
height ONLY; model BSM for 3.5”, 4” 
and 4.5”; model BSH for 4” and 5” 
frame heights.

height:  Designed to extend 1.5” above 
top of frame.

wiDths:  Model BSM and BSH widths 
include 13”, 15”, 17”, 19”, 21”, 23”, 
25”, 27”, 31”, 33”, 37”, 39”, 43”, 45”, 
47” and 51” BF; BSL available in 12”, 
18” and 24” OAW only.

butt enD stops

24 hour shipment 

butt enD stops MoDel nuMber
BSH-1.5-4-51

BS (light, medium, heavy or extra heavy duty*)- 
(height above frame)-(frame size)-(between frames@)
*Specify L for light duty, M for medium duty or H for 

heavy duty. 
@Specify 12”, 18” or 24” overall width for model BSL 

light duty butt end stop.

Both angle and roller stops 
serve as an economical means 
to stopping goods at a given 
fixed point.  “BR” brackets or 
angle stop quickly attaches to 
conveyor frame top flange.

MoDel br 
roller stop

MoDel AsM 
Angle stop

Angle stops MoDel nuMber
ASM-33

AS (light, medium or heavy duty*)-(between frames**)
*Specify L for light duty, M for medium duty or H for 

heavy duty. 
**Specify OAW for model ASL, available in 12”, 18” 
and 24” OAW only and is suited specifically for wheel 

conveyors and 138 gravity series.

roller stops MoDel nuMber
BR-196S-21

BR-(roller type*)-(between frames)
*Specify 138G, 196S, 196G, 192S, 199S, 254S, 251S 

or 297S.

Butt end stops  
attach to end of  

conveyor frame into the butt  
couplings, providing a firm  
end-of-unit fixed stop.  This  

stop is available in light, medi-
um and heavy duty construction.

24 hour shipment 
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